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The goal of this project was to create and communicate an original schematic lighting design for an existing building of my choice. Taking cues from the natural tones of the lotus bloom, I added a subtle accent color. The smooth gradients of light emphasize the organic shapes of the petals. A warm inner glow invites visitors to enter. Strong horizontal elements at the base allow the building to float above the site, mimicking the delicate lightness of a true lotus flower. [tools: Adobe Photoshop CS3]
The 2008 Howard Brandston Student Lighting Competition involved the design of a unique lighting system for a modern educational facility. The concept is based on the experience of being lost in an unfamiliar place, but eventually finding your way to the destination. Luminous lines cut chaotically through the spaces to lead and mislead, but become more ordered as the traveler discovers the correct path. [tools: AGI32, AutoCAD]
Fraser Centre was a response to a national architectural design competition for a multi-use complex. The sweeping curves of the building encourage the flow of pedestrians through a central walkway with theatres and retail spaces. High-end lofts and offices occupy the upper floors. An original, plate girder-based structural system was devised to allow large balconies to float above the city, creating a dramatic yet graceful form. [tools: Autodesk REVIT]
The Living Box is a small addition into an otherwise traditional looking home, which can be detached in case of emergency, and contains all the supplies needed for use as a temporary shelter and residence. The final design consisted of a transportable, hydraulically operated shelter on stilts for use in case of flood. [tools: hand drafted, pencil]
I have always been interested in web and graphic design and often spend my free time working on websites or editing photographs. I have also been able to successfully market several engineering-based tee shirt designs on the internet for profit. As my hobby developed, I gained proficiency in several design programs and techniques which continue to aid me in my academic career. [tools: Adobe Photoshop, Dreamweaver, Flash, HTML, SwishMAX]
Even as my education has become increasingly technical, I have maintained a firm belief that the most important skill any designer can learn is to understand the interaction between light and the world it illuminates. Without light, art and architecture as we know them would cease to exist. For this reason, I feel that the thoughtful application of light is art in one of its purest forms.  

[tools: pencil, colored pencil, chalk]
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